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Fundamentals of X Programming: Graphical User Interfaces and BeyondSpringer, 1999
This book provides an overview of the X Window System focusing on characteristics that have significant impact on the development of both application programs and widgets. We pay special attention to applications that go beyond graphical user interfaces (GUIs); therefore we discuss issues affecting video games, visualization and imaging programs,...
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Building Parsers With JavaAddison Wesley, 2001
Parser building is a powerful programming technique that opens a world of opportunity for designing how users interact with applications. By creating mini-languages, you can precisely address the requirements of your application development domain. Writing your own parsers empowers you to access a database more effectively than SQL to efficiently...
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Dog Grooming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006


	Do you consider your dog a family member? Chances are you said yes

	before you finished reading the sentence. You’re in good company. Most

	pet owners consider their dogs as important as other family members or even

	a child. According to the Association of Pet Products Manufacturers, every day

	some 44 million households...
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Romanticism: A Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, 2010

	In this Very Short Introduction, Michael Ferber explores Romanticism during the period of its incubation, birth, and growth, covering the years roughly from 1760 to 1860. This is the only introduction to Romanticism that incorporates not only the English but the Continental movements, and not only literature but music, art, religion,...
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The Story of Silver: How the White Metal Shaped America and the Modern WorldPrinceton Press, 2019

	
		How silver influenced two hundred years of world history, and why it matters today

		

		This is the story of silver’s transformation from soft money during the nineteenth century to hard asset today, and how manipulations of the white metal by American president Franklin D. Roosevelt during the 1930s and by...
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From Alien To The Matrix: Reading Science Fiction FilmI. B. Tauris, 2005
    ‘I really enjoyed From Alien to The Matrix, it seemed like an incredibly necessary book – arming the geeks with tools to read films for the DVD generation – and possibly regeneration. Clear, simple text, in which an understanding of slash fiction is as important to the...
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Advanced Mathematics and Mechanics Applications Using MATLAB, Third EditionCRC Press, 2002

	This book uses MATLABR to analyze various applications in mathematics and mechanics. The authors hope to encourage engineers and scientists to consider this modern programming environment as an excellent alternative to languages such as FORTRAN or C++. MATLAB1 embodies an interactive environment with a high level programming language...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Creating Web PagesQue, 2005
    Absolute Beginner's Guide to Creating Web Pages assumes that readers are true beginners - no prior Web page experience is necessary!

    This hands-on tutorial teaches readers the fundamentals of creating Web pages, along with more advanced ideas like message areas, chat, and e-commerce options...
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Computer Vision: A Modern ApproachPrentice Hall, 2002
This extraordinary book gives a uniquely modern view of computer vision. Offering    a general survey of the whole computer vision enterprise along with sufficient    detail for readers to be able to build useful applications, this book is invaluable    in providing a strategic overview of computer vision. With extensive use of    probabalistic...
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The Lucent Library of Science and Technology - Virtual RealityLucent Books, 2004

	The twentieth-century scientific and technological

	revolution that British physicist Stephen Hawking

	describes in the above quote has transformed virtually

	every aspect of human life at an unprecedented pace.

	Inventions unimaginable a century ago have not only

	become commonplace but are now considered necessities

	of daily...
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Image Processing Using Pulse-Coupled Neural NetworksSpringer, 2005
Humans have an outstanding ability to recognise, classify and discriminate
objects with extreme ease. For example, if a person was in a large classroom
and was asked to find the light switch it would not take more than a second or
two. Even if the light switch was located in a different place than the human
expected or it was...
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Sacred Places Around the World: 108 Destinations (Sacred Places: 108 Destinations series)CCC Publishing, 2004

	Human civilization in the 21st century can be defined by diversity and duality. One-fifth of the world’s population is Chinese, another fifth Muslim. A hundred million of us are homeless children living in extreme poverty. More than two percent of the human population is mentally retarded. There are over 10,000 spoken languages. Yet, a...
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